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Inscription of Landscape
on the Boughs
“New Theories” is the name of a workshop that Nazar Research Center has started to hold for experts that have obtained
a new interpretation of ancient phenomena through years of experience and contemplation over a certain area. In the third
session of the workshop which was held
on 23 May 2012, architect and painter AliAkbar Nasrabadi presented his drawing
techniques named Pyrography and told the
participants about his collection of Pyrographic drawings which he has named the
“Tale-Telling Trees”.
A summary of the session which was
held in Nasrabadi’s gallery is as follows.
Landscape has been described as the book
of history which tells stories about people and
events. Landscape is a history to be told. Ever
since my youth when I was wandering in nature and had been looking for what I thought
was missing inside through the perspectives of

         
environment around me. I saw villages that
had been built by men and were surrounded
by trees. But people do not live forever and the
cycle of life and death is always in place. They
are buried on the skirts of the same village after
death and trees grow from their graves. Those
trees watch the cycle of life and death in the
village. I saw those trees as tale-tellers over
which the faces of many people are engraved
and look at the cycle of life and death from the
perspective of history.
Tale-telling trees depict the faces and bodies of people who have lived there. They make
up the framework of your outlook to the village
life and nature. One cannot look at the Landscape beyond the tale-telling trees. They are
all telling stories about life and history. That is
the reason why my perspectives are all visible
in the background of those trees. Pyrography
is an appropriate technique for communicating
this dialect. Pyrography does not undermine
the background as something to which certain
touches must be made. It promotes the same
image which is included in it and brings it to
the immediate attention of the observer. Rays
of life and the images are all in the wood and
in the background. They only need to be observed carefully. Pyrography brings all to the
forefront, just like a photo paper which is exposed to light and shows the image when put
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inside the chemical. Pyrography contains the
images. Truly, the wood of trees tell stories
about history and the life of people just like the
pipe which Rumi said did the same in his epic
book of poems Masnavi Manavi.
The textures which depict the forms of the
surroundings in landscape are made up of wood.
The wavy lines add smoothness to the small hills
in the desert. Such smoothness is created from
           
stones as the result of contractions and expansions throughout hot days and cold nights of the
desert. The same shape is illustrated in wood as
the type of the climate of the region.
The blowing of wind over Masouleh in northern Iran moves clouds between the houses of
this mountainous village. This landscape view
has been engraved on the trunks of the taletelling trees. Pyrography is only an effort to
show the same perspective.
Furthermore, it was due to my ideology that I
have been able to see images in landscape. [I
can see] men who have abandoned the material world and have their soul in the sky and their
symbols i.e. trees which have no roots and are
hanging in the sky, and the trees which are
stuck to the ground as the symbol of those who
          
have their roots in the ground but their head in

the sky as the symbol of the true life of a Muslim who, as Imam Ali (AS) has said, should try
his best in the material world to become prosperous in the afterlife.
Pyrography landscapes are examples of the
personal engagement of a person who is looking at nature from a new perspective and has
seen many signs in its context and has decided
to tell them to his brothers and sisters.

